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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following services is offered by CloudWatch?
A. Fixing broken links on the client's instances
B. Creating IAM users for all services in AWS
C. Monitoring estimated AWS charges
D. Balancing the request load between various instances
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
AWS CloudWatch supports monitoring of the AWS estimated usage
charges. You create an Ama-zon CloudWatch alarm that will
monitor your estimated Amazon Web Services (AWS) charges. When
you enable the monitoring of estimated charges for your AWS
account, the estimated charges are calculated and sent several
times daily to CloudWatch as metric data.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/DeveloperGui
de/monitor_estimated
_charges_with_cloudwatch.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
A user with sufficient rights views a Crystal Report on demand
using the Advanced DHTML viewer. Which server will interact
with the Web Application Server (WAS) to complete this view on
demand request?
A. Report Application Server
B. List of Values (LOV) Job Server
C. Central Management Server
D. Crystal Reports Job Server
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following describes the statement below?
"It allocates continuous monitoring of the schedule, permits
the project manager to track the critical activities, and
alerts the project manager to the possibility that non-critical
activities may be delayed beyond their total float, thus
creating a new critical path and delaying project completion."
A. RBS
B. CPM
C. Gantt chart

D. WBS
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Answer option D is correct.
CPM allocates continuous monitoring of the schedule, permits
the project manager to track the critical activities, and
alerts the project manager to the possibility that non-critical
activities may be delayed beyond their total float, thus
creating a new critical path and delaying project completion.
Critical Path Method, abbreviated CPM, or Critical Path
Analysis, is a mathematically based algorithm for scheduling a
set of project activities. It is an important tool for
effective project management. It provides the following
benefits:
Provides the graphical view of the project
Predicts the time required to complete the project
Shows which activities are critical to maintain the schedule
and which are not
CPM models the activities and events of a project as a network.
Activities are depicted as nodes on the network, and events
that signify the beginning or ending of activities are depicted
as arcs or lines between the nodes.
Answer option A is incorrect. A Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
is a visual decomposition of the project scope. The project
scope is taken and broken down into smaller, more manageable
units. Each of these units can be broken down again and again
until you define the smallest item in the WBS called the work
package.
Project groups and the project's discrete work elements are
defined in a way that helps organize and define the total work
scope of the project. A WBS element may be a product, data, a
service, or any combination. WBS also provides the necessary
framework for detailed cost estimating and control along with
providing guidance for schedule development and control. Answer
option C is incorrect. A resource breakdown structure (RBS) is
a visual decomposition of the program scope and the resources
needed in order to create the things defined within the program
scope. The resource breakdown structure is a hierarchical
structure that is used to represent the enterprise resources.
It also enables a user to create program plans with detailed
resource assignments. It also allows comparison of the workload
with detailed resource availabilities. The resource breakdown
structure also enables roll-up of both resource assignments and
availability data to a higher level.
Answer option B is incorrect. A Gantt chart is a type of bar
chart that illustrates a project schedule. Gantt charts
illustrate the start and finish dates of the terminal elements
and summary elements of a project. The terminal elements and

summary elements comprise the work breakdown structure of the
project. Some Gantt charts also show the dependency (i.e.,
precedence network) relationships between activities. The Gantt
charts can be used to show the current schedule status using
percent-complete shadings and a vertical "TODAY" line.
Reference: "Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide),
Fourth edition" Chapter: Time and Cost Management Objective:
Critical Path Scheduling
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